Tasting Historical Europe – Exploring the culinary threads between
Austria and Lithuania
eCookbook
Discover historical recipes between Austria and Lithuania in the free Europeana Food and Drink
eCookbook dedicated to the gastronomical history of Europe.
“Tasting Historical Europe – Exploring the culinary threads between Austria and Lithuania”
takes a look at Europe from a different angle considering it to be a net of culinary connections
where invisible historic threads lead to traditional kitchens. The book is filled with traditional recipes
from early cookbooks accompanied with old pictures and illustrations, as well as modern dishes
interpretations that could easily find ways to the contemporary kitchens of the reader. Seven food
bloggers from Lithuania and Austria contributed to this culinary exploration of their countries,
bringing traditional and historic recipes into the present.
Moreover, stories about Europe’s well-known historic events and famous people are told through
the eyes of a foodie. Do you know what the favorite dish of the Austrian Emperor Franz Joseph
was? Can you imagine what dishes were preferred by the famous Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth noblemen family of the Radziwiłłs? Or do you have an idea what the battle of
Vienna has to do with coffee?
Answers to these questions, more stories and recipes can be found in the eCookbook “Tasting
Historical Europe -Exploring the culinary threads between Austria and Lithuania”.
The download of the eCookbook is for free: http://bit.ly/tastinghistoricaleurope

The eCookbook was developed within the Europeana Food and Drink project by project partners
Austrian National Library and Vilnius University Faculty of Communication. The project aims to
promote learning and share new knowledge about Europe‘s culture through the re-use of digital
cultural resources sourced through the Europeana portal (www.europeana.eu).
It is one example of a range of products created through the project which is funded by the
European Commission under the ICT Policy Support Programme as part of the Competitiveness
and Innovation Framework Programme.
Further information about Europeana Food and Drink can be found here:
http://foodanddrinkeurope.eu/
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